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The present invention relates to improvements in valve 
controlled apparatus used to ?ll bottles, cans and other 
containers in machine or manually operated constructions, 
and is adapted for use in installations where it is lowered 
to ?ll the container beneath it, or where the container is 
raised to receive the discharge nozzle. The arrangement 
is such preferably that the valve is worked by the relative 
movement of the ?lling nozzle and the container to receive 
liquid therefrom. 

.eretofore, ?ling devices of this kind included overflow 
tubes from which residual liquid would flow into the con 
tainer after the valve was closed, and being ever different 
in quantity from say bottle to bottle, uniform bottle con 
tents could not be attained. Further, the mouth of the 
container had to be sealed against the entrance of air dur 
ing the ?lling operation, in order to operate properly. 

It is therefore the principal object of this invention to 
provide a novel and improved ?lling structure of the class 
mentioned, of simpli?ed construction, having a novel 
mode of operation, in that, the flow of liquid into the con 
tainer being ?lled, automatically stops when it has reached 
a certain level therein, though the discharge port remains 
open; provision being made to then close such port and 
withdraw the ?lling nozzle from the container. The de 
vice needs no means to take care of over?ow, for there 
occurs no over?ow and hence no residual liquid is added 
to container contents. Uniform ?lling is attained with 
certainty. Valve constructions will be shown which re 
quire no means to seal the mouth of the container against 
entrance of air during the ?lling operation because in the 
embodiments shown, atmospheric pressure on container 
contents is utilized in the operation of the present appa— 
ratus. It is to be noted however, that the apparatus herein 
shown will operate equally well when provided with means 
to seal the mouth of the container against the entrance of 
air during the ?lling operation, because of the presence of 
atmospheric pressure in the container. 
A further object of this invention is to provide novel 

and improved ?lling apparatus to dispense liquids in meas 
ured amounts, which is simple in construction, reasonable 
in cost to manufacture and e?icient in carrying out the 
purposes for which it is designed. 

Other objects and advantages will become apparent as 
this disclosure proceeds. 
For the practice of this invention, one form it may as 

sume is to have a nozzle comprising a vertical discharge 
tube within a vent tube, arranged to offer a valve means 
closing the bottom end of the vent tube and the discharge 
tube. The discharge tube extends from the bottom of an 
otherwise closed supply chamber at whose top there is a 
normally closed openable entrance to replenish the sup 
ply chamber. The vent tube is communicatively asso 
ciated with a tubular element which extends to nearly the 
ceiling of said supply chamber. 
When the nozzle is inserted into a container to be ?lled, 

and the valve opened, liquid will pour from the supply 
chamber until the level thereof in said container reaches 
the lower end of the vent tube, whereupon the flow of 
liquid will automatically stop, though the openings in the 
discharge tube remain open. Now the valve is closed and 
the nozzle is raised out of the container, ready to be en 

' tered into the next container to be ?lled. There is no 
overflow and the amount of ?ll is always the same. 
The discharge tube and the supply chamber are rigidly 
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2. 
connected and constitute a rigid structure, so manipula 
tion is by relative movement of the supply chamber and 
the container. Spring means bias the valve to closed con 
dition and a lateral element on a valve component in con 
tacting the container, effects valve operation. 
A more detailed description of a preferred embodiment 

of this invention and its mode of operation, will now be 
given, for which reference is had to the accompanying 
drawing forming a part of this speci?cation, in which 
drawing, similar characters of reference indicate corre 
sponding parts in all the views. Various modi?ed forms 
will also be shown, in one of which, the discharge tube 
acts as the vent tube. 
FIG. 1 is a central longitudinal section of a ?lling device 

structure embodying the teachings of this invention, shown 
ready to be lowered so that its discharge end enter a con 
tainer to be ?lled, and by such movement, its valve will be 
opened. 
FIG. 2 is a similar view with a slight modi?cation, 

showing the ?lling structure of FIG. 1 lowered into the 
container whereby its valve is opened and of course, the 
container is being ?lled. 

FIG. 3 is a fragmentary central longitudinal section of 
modi?ed construction, where the discharge tube serves as 
thleJ vent tube, whereas in FIG. 1, there is a separate vent 
tu e. 

FIG. 4 is a view like FIG. 1, but of another modi?ed 
construction, shown ready to enter a container to be ?lled. 
This type is suitable for liquids which foam. 

FIG. 5 shows the ?lling apparatus of FIG. 4, lowered 
into the container. The construction here shown, is 
slightly modi?ed. 

In the drawings, the numeral 15 designates generally 
a con?ned chamber for holding a supply of liquid. This 
chamber has a discharge tube 16 extending downwardly 
from its bottom wall, to lead liquid from said chamber 
into a container 19 to be ?lled. The bottom end of this 
tube is of enlarged diameter with discharge openings 17 
through its wall. A plug indicated generally by the nu 
meral 18, closes said tube end, but not said openings 17. 
This plug has an enlarged head 20 at its lower end to 
support a rubber O-ring 21 about the plug’s neck 22, 
which neck is of somewhat smaller diameter than that 
of the enlarged lower portion 23 of the discharge tube 
16. Hence, an annular channel is formed to hold such 
O-ring 21. Secured to and extending downwardly from 
the bottom wall of said chamber 15, but not communica 
tive with such chamber, is a sleeve 24 of comparatively 
short length, positioned spaced from and concentrically 
about said discharge tube. This sleeve 24 is of suffi 
cient wall thickness to have a duct 25 therein which 
makes the interior of said chamber 15 communicative 
with the space 26 between the discharge tube and such 
sleeve, because in this embodiment there is provided a 
vent tube 27 ?tted in such duct to extend upwardly in 
said chamber 15, to near the ceiling thereof, and such 
vent tube is a communicative extension of a tube 28 which 
is concentrically spaced about the discharge tube 16. 
The upper end of this outer tube 28, is ?tted air-tight, to 
slide within said sleeve 24. The lower enlarged portion 
23 of the discharge tube, is ?tted air-tight, to slide within 
said outer tube 23. Normally, the O-ring Z1 and the 
plug 18 close the bottom end of said outer tube 28, for 
the latter is biased by a stressed compression coil spring 
29 to set against said O-ring 21. Said spring which is 
about the outer tube 28, rests at its upper end against 
the packing 30 in the sleeve 24, while said spring’s lower 
end rests against a collar 31 which is tight on the outer 
tube 28, but adjustable therealong by means of the set 
screw 32. Below this collar, the outer tube 28 carries 
tightly thereon, the laterally extending member 33 whose 
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position is adjustable therealong. by means of the set 
screw 33’, and adapted to come to rest atop the container 
19, when the structure of FIG. 1 is lowered as in FIG. 2, 
to have the discharge tube 16~enter such' container. It 
is not mandatory that the container be 'sealediagainst the 
passage of air thereinto while it is being?lled, but will 
work equally well if such seal waselfected, which can ' 
be accomplished by having the underface of the member 

‘prise. 
> will be closed by said tube 28. The actual level to which 

33 carry a rubber element (not shown) to encompass the ' 
mouth of the container when the structure of FIG. 1 
is lowered. ‘ ' . e , ' " 

In order to replenish the liquid supply in the chamber 
15, its upper wall maybe provided with a removable 
closure 34 of any suitable construction. This arrange 
ment for re?lling the chamber is suitable when the appa 
ratus is manually lowered and raised'to accomplishlroper 
ation. However, when these ?ling devices are to be used 
in automatic machines, the supply in the chamber 15 may 
be replenished in each cycle, fromthemain tank supply. 
line 35, ‘by operation of a normally closed valve indicated 
at 34’. In 'such automatic ?lling machines, as is well 
known, cam means are provided to lower and raise a 
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bar like 36 carrying a nozzle, and you can ‘have cam I 
means‘ to operate the valve 34' so that such valve is'open 
.while the discharge openings 1,7‘are closed as in FIG. .1. 
Such cam controls being no part of this invention, and 
being that same can be readily understood and provided 
for by those versed in this machine art, no further ex 
planation or illustration thereof need .be given herein. 

After ?lling the chamber "15 to a height below the upper 
vend of the vent tube 27, with liquid to be dispensed, and 
placing an empty container 19 on a platform therefor 
provided, so that the mouth thereof is in position to receive 
the lower end of the apparatus of FIG. ‘L'said apparatus is 
lowered to enter. such container. The, member 33 will . 
come to rest atop said container thereby, determining the 
height to which liquid will enter the container 19, which 
height is'from the containeris bottom wall to the lower end 
of the vent tube 28, while the lower end of the discharge 
tube 16 will move downwardly out of said end of tube 
28. This will cause the telescopic tubular structure com 
posed of the sleeve 24. and the tube 28, to contract, 
‘thereby stressing the coil spring 29,‘ and of course, the 
lowerend of the discharge’tube will be further down in 
the container. It is evident that the valve device is open, 
that is, the openings 17 are in the clear and hence liquid 
will enter the container 19. Such ?lling operation will. 
continue until the liquid in the container reaches the 
lower end of the vent tube 28, which will be sealed by 
the liquid in the container and thereupon discharge from 
the openings 17 will cease though-they remain open. 
Now, the device is raised out of the container 19. 

tainer. The discharge will stop at this event, though said 
openings remain'open. The apparatus is then raised, 
whereupon thevalve will close before thetube 28 will 

Some liquid willbe, discharged until the holes 17 

the container 19 will be ?lled, will be at .the lower end 
of said tube 28. . 

Other forms of valve means may be used with this 
apparatus and one example is shown in the FIGS. 4 and 
5 where the construction is exactly like FIG. 1 (or it may 
be as in FIG. 3) as to the structure above and including 
the .stop member33. The lower end of the discharge tube 
here designated as 116, is provided with the valve mech 
anism indicated generally by the numeral 40. The outer 
tube here denoted by the numeral 128, extends below 
said stop member 33 as in FIG. 1. In this construction, 
the discharge into the container 119 takes place at the bot 
tom of said container, through the discharge nozzle 41, 
which is so done to avoid'foamvas is especially suited for 
,the dispensingof liquids as shampoo, ?oor wax, liquid 
soap and detergents. , 

Referring now to the valve mechanism 40, it, comprises 
.an upright tubej42‘into whose upper end is ?tted and 
secured a bushing indicated generally by the numeral 43, 
and into whose lower end is ?tted andsecured .a bush 
ing denoted generally by the numeral 44. :The lower 
‘end‘of the discharge tube'116 is securely ?tted through 
the upper bushing 43. a The nozzle 41’ is an inverted shell 

' slidably ?tted through the lower bushing 44 which acts 
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i ,During the ?rst part of such movement, the member 33 " 
will remain against the container due- to the'action of " 
the spring to return to its- normal extended condition. 
While the outertube .28 remains at rest, the valve .will 
close, that is, the openings 17 will become closed because 
the discharge tube 16 will 'enter'the tube 28. before said 
tube 28 moves upward and while said tube 28 is liquid 
sealed. During the remainder of the upward. movement 
of the apparatus until it. returns to its uppermost posi 
tion as in FIG. 1, there is no furtherdischarge into the '_ 
container. . v . v 

The capacity of the chamber 15 being sut?cient to hold 
much more liquid than the container being ?lled, the 
next container to be ?lled is now set in place and the 
cycle repeated. 7 ‘ . ' 

It is to be noted that the discharge tube 16 may also 
serve as the vent, in- whichv case the construction is as 
shown in FIG. 3,‘ there the apparatus is like that of FIG. 
1, except that the duct 25 and the‘ tube 27., are omitted. 
Here, when the apparatus is lowered into the container, 
the latter will be ?lled up to the level where all the 
openings 17 are. liquid-sealed by the liquid in said con 
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'said - nozzle. 

as a' slide bearing therefor. All juncturesrof these parts 
'andthe sliding ?t of said nozzle, are water-tight. .Inside 
the tube 42-‘is a tensed compression coil spring ~45,.bias 
'ing said nozzle downward so that normally, the openings 
46 near the top end of said nozzle are closed ,for'they 
are maintained within the bearing 44-as in FIG.v 4. The 
discharge end of said nozzle is bevelled as at 41' so that 
when it rests on the bottom of‘ the container, said end is 
not closed. The top face of the upper vbushing 43 is 
reduced as shown at 43' to venter the lower end of the 
'tube 128. A rubber O~ring 47 which is set ‘in and ex 
tends from an annular channel in the bushing 43, serves 
as a seat for the lower. end of the tube 128. The O-rings 
48 and 49 are provided as shown, to vavoid leakage around 
and through the bearing 44. ' 7 
When the apparatus of FIG. 4 is moved downward its 

full extent as ‘shown in FIG.‘ 5 the lower end of'the 
nozzle will rest on the ?oor of the container and such 

. nozzle 41 will be entered into the chamber 50 whereupon 
its top openings 46 will be exposed therein and liquid 
will flow into the- container out'from the bottom end of 

The container will be ?lled to the level of 
the lower end of the tube 128though the openings 46 re 
main communicative with the chamber 50 which receives 
liquid from the discharge tube 116. Upon lifting ‘the 
apparatus, the stressed spring 45 will restore the nozzle 
41 to closed position. and the tube 128 will beclosed 
when it sets’ on the O-ring 47. , 

This invention is capable of numerous forms and vari 
ous applications without departing from the essential fea 
tures herein disclosed. It is, therefore intended and 
desired that the embodiments herein shall be [deemed 

' merely illustrative and not restrictive and that the patent 
shall cover all. patentable novelty herein set forth; refer 
ence being had to the following claims rather than to 
the speci?c description hereinto indicate the scope of 
this invention. a I . 

We claim: ' a 

1. In a ?lling apparatus. of the character described, 
the combination of a structure having a con?ned‘chamber 
for holding a supply of liquid, a discharge tube having 
discharge, opening structure atits' lower end; the upper 
end of said discharge tube being communicatively con-7 
nected withand extending downwardly from said cham 
.ber whereby liquidfrom; said chamber .is free to ?ow 
‘through said discharge tube and out'of said discharge 
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opening structure; said discharge tube being adapted 
to be entered into a container which is to receive liquid 
from said chamber, means affording relative move 
ment ‘of said discharge tube and container whereby 
said discharge tube is entered into such container to a 
predetermined depth therein and when desired, with 
drawn, structure movably associated with said discharge 
tube, closing said discharge opening structure and mov 
able with respect to said discharge tube to open and close 
said discharge opening structure, an open~ended vent tube 
structure entered into said chamber and joined air-tight 
to the structure having the chamber so no air from around 
said vent tube structure enters said chamber; the upper 
end of said vent tube structure being above the level to 
which liquid is housed in said chamber; the lower end 
of said vent tube structure being above the discharge 
opening structure when the discharge tube is entered into 
the container and said discharge opening structure is 
opened and an element carried on the discharge tube 
serving as a seat to close the lower end of said vent tube 
structure when said discharge opening structure is closed, 
whereupon when the discharge tube is entered in the con 
tainer and the discharge opening structure is opened, 
liquid will ?ow from said chamber into the container 
and stop at the level of the lower end of said vent tube 
structure. 

2. An apparatus as de?ned in claim 1, wherein the 
lower part of the vent tube structure is an outer tube 
along and about the discharge tube. 

3. In a ?lling apparatus of the character described, 
the combination of a structure having a con?ned chamber 
for holding a supply of liquid, a discharge tube having 
discharge opening structure at its lower end; the upper 
end of said discharge tube being communicatively con 
nected with and extending downwardly from said 
chamber whereby liquid from said chamber is free 
to flow through said discharge tube and out of 
said discharge opening structure; said discharge tube 
being adapted to be entered into a container which is to 
receive liquid from said chamber, means affording rela 
tive movement of said discharge tube and container 
whereby said discharge tube is entered into such container 
to a predetermined depth therein and when desired, with 
drawn, structure movably associated with said discharge 
tube, closing said discharge opening structure and mov 
able with respect to said discharge tube to open and close 
said discharge opening structure, said discharge tube and 
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6 
the structure which is movably associated therewith to 
open and close the discharge opening structure, together 
forming a valve means, whereupon when the discharge 
tube is entered in the container and the discharge open 
ing structure is opened, liquid will flow from said cham 
ber into the container and stop at a certain level in said 
container. 

4. In a ?lling apparatus of the character described, 
the combination of a structure having a con?ned chamber 
for holding a supply of liquid, a discharge tube having 
discharge opening structure at its lower end; the upper 
end of said discharge tube being communicatively con 
nected with and extending downwardly from said 
chamber whereby liquid from said chamber is free 
to flow through said discharge tube and out of said 
discharge opening structure; said discharge tube 
being adapted to be entered into a container which is to 
receive liquid from said chamber, means aifording rela 
tive movement of said discharge tube and container 
whereby said discharge tube is entered into such container 
to a predetermined depth therein and when desired, with 
drawn, structure movably associated with said discharge 
tube, closing said discharge opening structure and mov 
able with respect to said discharge tube to open and close 
said discharge opening structure, the structure which is 
movably associated with the discharge tube to open and 
close the discharge opening structure, extending below 
said discharge tube and constituting a valve means includ 
ing an element adapted when moved upwardly with 
respect to the discharge tube, to open said valve means 
and thereby open the discharge opening structure of said 
discharge tube; said element being adapted to contact the 
bottom wall of the container before the discharge tube 
comes to rest during its entrance into the container, 
whereupon when the discharge tube is entered in the con 
tainer and the discharge opening structure is opened, 
liquid will flow from said chamber into the container and 
stop at a certain level in said container. 
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